Sequence of Play
1.

Brit Art/MG/rocket
fire. Leader hits.
Native morale checks

2.

Native Art/MG/rocket
fire. Leader hits and
Brit morale checks.

3.

Native rally
and movement

4.

British rally and
movement

5.

British small arms
fire/leader hits. Native
morale checks.

6.

Native small arms
fire/leader hits. British
morale checks.
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Movement
1
Foot
Rockets
1 (no fire)
Wagons
1
Cav/cam
2
MGs
1 (no fire)*
Art
0*
* May pivot - counts as
movement for shot.

Firing Rockets Procedure
Designate target box. Roll 1d6. If
die score is 5-6 it hits the target. If
1-4 the shot will drift. See section 1
for details. If hit, units in the box
check morale at -1 for infantry and
-2 for cavalry.

Leader Hits Check if a 6 (d6) is
rolled or a 3(d3) in fire or melee.
Procedure: Roll 2d6 and leader
is hit on 12 at long range, 11-12
at medium range, 9-12 if at close
range or in melee.
Effect of leader hits: 2d6
2-4 Leader jauntily declares “I
will piss on the man who did
this”! His men love it. +1 to
next morale check.
5-9 One wound*
10-11 Two wounds*
12 Toast
*3 wounds = toast

7.

Melee and leader hits.

Morale 1d6

8.

Melee morale checks.

Procedure: add up total number
of bases/gunners in the unit
including the leader base
add/subtract modifiers. Must roll
that number or less to pass.

Firing Procedure: 1 die per
infantry base or gunner figure.
Adjust for modifiers in the
listed order and roll total
number of dice. Add dice pips
together and total=hits. Round
up. Never less than 1 die.
Firing Ranges (boxes):
close/med/long
Musket
1
2 NA
Rifle
1
2 3
Machine gun 2
4 6
Artillery
3
9 12
Rockets
Unlimited

Melee
Procedure: 1 die per base including
leader base. Adjust for modifiers in
the following order and roll total
dice (round up). Total pips = hits.

Morale modifiers to die roll
+1 Elite unit
+1 In square (regulars only)
+2 Army Commander in box
-1 Raw unit
-1 Foot hit by rockets
-2 Mounted hit by rockets
-2 Flanked (note that units in square
formation may never be flanked).

Melee modifiers:

Effects of failing morale 1d6

Firing modifiers: (round up)
Vs mounted +1 die
Elite units
+1 die
Raw units
-1 die
Close range: Double dice
Long range 1/2 dice
Firer moved 1/2 dice
Firing prone ½ dice
Vs prone
1/2 dice
Vs soft cover 1/2 dice
Vs hard cover1/4 dice
Never less than 1 die.

Charging
+1d6
Elite
+1d6
Raw units
-1 d6
Vs Flank
Double dice
Lancers vs broken Double dice
Supporting unit
½ dice
Mtd vs Dervish foot ½ dice frontal only
Broken unit
½ dice
Vs uphill
½ dice
Vs soft cover
½ dice
Vs hard cover
¼ dice
Never less than 1 die.

Missed by 1 = Take 1d6 hits
and carry on.
Missed by 2 = Break contact
and go prone in same box.*
Missed by 3 = Retreat 1 box
and go prone.*
Missed by 4 or more =
Broken. Retreat 2 boxes and go
prone. May not move or shoot
until rallied.
*May shoot but must rally to
move.

Unit stats
Unit

Fire dice

Melee dice

Special

Regular foot*

D6

D6

4 bases of 4. May form square

Regular horse*

D3/D6

D6

Fire with d3 if mounted. D6 if dismounted. 4
bases (one to a base)

All gunners

D6

D3

4-5 gunner figures

Native foot

D3

D6

5 bases of 4

Native horse

D3

D6

4 bases (one to a base)

Camels

D3

D6

+1d6 in melee vs horse. 4 bases

Elite units

+1 die in melee. -1 to die roll in morale checks.

*Regulars include all British, Commonwealth and Egyptian units.
All native units are irregular.

1.

Firing:

Basic procedure: Add 1 die for each base in the firing unit including the unit’s leader base, add/subtract
appropriate modifiers as per the QRC (round fractions up), roll dice and the dice score is the number of
hits caused. If a unit, that is not broken, ends up with zero dice it will still roll 1 die (i.e. never less than
one die). As per the Unit Stats list different units will roll one of 2 different dice. Basically, regular
infantry units (all British, Commonwealth and Egyptian, etc.) will shoot with six sided dice (d6) and
native units will shoot with 3 sided dice (d3). If no d3s are available just roll d6s and divide the total by 2
(round fractions up). When a unit gets at least 5 hits on an enemy unit with a leader check for a leader hit
(see QRC). Thus, a unit shot at by 4 different units that get at least 5 hits, will be checked for leader hits
4 times.
Overheating machine guns. Begin checking at the end of a turn in which the machine gun has fired for at
least 2 consecutive turns. Roll 1d6 and gun overheats if the die score is equal to or less than the number
of consecutive turns firing. Effect of overheating: Machine gun may continue to fire and check as above
but if it fails again it is permanently broken. Otherwise it may not fire for 1 turn and then it cools down
and is ok.
Firing on the diagonal: Count each square as 1.5 boxes. E. G.: a rifle armed unit fires 2 boxes on the
diagonal. Range becomes 3 (1.5 +1.5) and the shot is long range.
Rocket drift: Roll 1d6 and rocket lands on target on a 5 or 6. On a 14 the shot drifts. Dice for direction (1d8) and roll 1d6 for distance.
Rockets don’t cause hits but force a morale check at -1 for infantry
and -2 for cavalry in addition to any other modifiers that apply.

2.

Movement: Infantry and cavalry units must face a specific side
of a box and not a corner. Artillery and machine guns may face
a side or a corner of a box. Infantry moves 1 box in any
direction and may change facing with no additional effect.
Cavalry may move 1 or 2 boxes if moving straight. A cavalry
unit may move 1 box diagonally and then 1 box straight or 1
box straight and then 1 box diagonally but never 2 boxes
diagonally.

3.

Melee: When in base to base contact add up the number of bases in the unit including the leader
base if one is present, add/subtract appropriate modifiers (see QRC), roll dice and the dice total is
the number of hits the enemy takes. Note, as per the unit stats list, different units will roll
different type of dice. Generally, most units will roll d6s with gunners rolling d3s.

4.

Leader hits: Whenever a unit takes hits from fire or melee a chance exists that a unit’s leader is hit
if one or more 6 is rolled on a d6 or one or more 3 is rolled on a d3. The attacker now rolls 2d6 on
the Leader Hits Table (QRC) and applied the results.

5.

Morale: There are only 3 morale grades: Raw, Experienced and Elite. See QRC for procedure,
modifiers and results.

Unit Organization
British, Commonwealth and Egyptian infantry regiments: 4 bases of infantry and one separate
leader base. The number of figures per infantry base is not important as the casualties do not
involve removing figures.
Dervish infantry: 5 bases of infantry and one separate leader base. The number of figures per
infantry base is not important as the casualties do not involve removing figures.
All cavalry and camelry: 4 bases of troopers and one separate leader base. As above the number of
figures per base is not important but one figure/base is a good option.
All artillery and machine gun units: Mount the gun on a separate base and 5 gunners on individual
bases.

Regular infantry

Native infantry

Cavalry

Artillery units with
heliograph man on
rock.

The Grid
The game is played on a game mat marked with 6” by 6” boxes (squares). In the US a great source
for them is Cigar Box Mats. In the UK try Bigredbat.com (To the Strongest, Simon Miller). The
range and movement charts are listed in terms of boxes. If you would rather play it without gridded
boxes simply multiply the numbers on the charts by 6 to get the number of inches to use.
More than One Unit in a Square: Regular (all British, Commonwealth and Egyptian) infantry
units in line can have up to 4 units in a box. If the unit is in square formation it may, also, have up

up to one machine gun or one artillery piece at each corner. Native units and all cavalry may only

have 1 unit in a box. Separate artillery or machine guns may have up to 4 pieces per box.
Marking Casualties:
Casualties do not involve removing castings but are tracked. All units begin with zero casualties
and are eliminated when they hit 100 (50 for artillery). The British and regular allied infantry and
all cavalry are 4 base units and will remove a base when a multiple of 25 is reached. EG: at 25 one
base is gone, at 50 2 bases etc. Native infantry units begin with 5 bases. Remove a base, as above,
for these units whenever a multiple of 20 is reached. Remove gunner figures on multiples of 10.
The gunners are all gone when the dial reaches 50.
Do not track casualties as above on the leader base but use the leader hit procedure on the QRC.
How to track casualties: The casualty dials available from charliefoxtrotminiatures.com are
excellent for this. They show a number between 0 and 100 are reasonably priced (even with
shipping from the UK). Just place one
behind each unit. An alternate would
be to use 20 sided dice (d20s) and
whenever you lose a base adjust the die
and start over if a base is removed. For
4 base units that divide by 25 you will
have to mark the first 5 hits with a d6
and after that just use the d20s but add
5 to the total. Also tracking on paper is
always an option.
Infantry Squares and How to Break
Them: Infantry squares (regulars only)
are formed with 1 unit per side of the box plus up to 1 artillery piece or machine gun in each corner.
In order for a unit to be in square (and thus get the morale modifier) it has to have at least 2 bases
per side of the box. The square is broken at the point that one side of the box has less than 2 bases.
Going to ground in
square formation.
If a regular infantry
unit in a square
formation fails
morale and must go
to ground it has no
effect on the unit’s
melee capability.
It’s only effect is in
firing (1/2 dice for
firing prone. Also
units in square will
never retreat from
morale results.

Supporting troops in melee

At left, 1
fights A, 3
fights B
normally.
2 supports
1 and 2 so
its dice are
halved and
hits are
divided up
as equally a
possible
between A
and B. If
hits are an
odd number
the attacker
decides
which unit
it is placed
on.

On the
following
turn unit 1
has broken
and fled to
the rear box.
Unit 2 moves
from the
diagonal box
to the box
vacated by
unit 1.

